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Wind Rider's Oath
This novel is based on a much shorter version published in David Drake's "Foreign
Legions".

The War God's Own
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Her enemies think she has been executed, but Commodore Honor Harrington is
actually interned on the prison planet Hell, from which she is determined to
escape. Reissue.

Sword Song
When her world is destroyed by seemingly unstoppable planet pirates and her
family is slaughtered, former commando leader Alicia DeVries turns pirate herself,
steals a cutting-edge ship from the Empire, and launches a campaign to seek
revenge on those responsible, only to find that her fellow veterans are equally
determined to stop her, in an expanded new version of the classic novel Path of
the Fury.

The War God's Own
Although The People's Republic of Haven believed Honor Harrington to be already
dead and announced her execution, she returned from the prison planet called
Hell, ready to aid the Allies' cause in the war.

The Service of the Sword
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Comprehensive Teacher's Guide available.

There Will be Dragons, Second Edition
There he was in his sailboat in the middle of the Atlantic, all alone and loving it.
Well, there was a US Navy carrier group on his southern horizon, but he was a
Navy guy himself, so he didn't mind. Then came the UFOs, hurtling in from the
Outer Black to overfly the carriers at Mach 17. Their impossible aerobatics were
bad enough¾but then they started shooting at each other. And at the Navy. With
nukes. Little ones at first, but winding up with a 500 megatonner at 90 miles that
fried every piece of electronics within line-of-sight. Richard Ashton thought he was
just a ringside observer to these now over-the-horizon events. Until the crippled
alien lifeboat came drifting down and homed in on his sailboat; suddenly he has his
hands full of an unconscious, critically wounded and impossibly human alien
warrior who also happens to be a gorgeous female. That's when things got
interesting. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management). " a particular delight, offering nonstop action that's both well
executed and emotionally satisfying." ¾Publishers Weekly "It's a rollicking fun tale
that's impossible to put down." ¾Philadelphia Weekly Press " the best work
(Weber] has done the rewards are ample recommended." ¾Starlog
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Mutineer's Moon
This debut from a strong new talent in military science fiction tells the powerful
story of military personnel chosen to battle an approaching alien force. It should
appeal to fans of David Drake and David Weber.

The Honor of the Queen
Beowulf
Thirty-one tales of fantasy and horror by such authors as H.P. Lovecraft, Ray
Bradbury, James Blish, Philip Jose Farmer, Robert Bloch and Shirley Jackson.

On Basilisk Station
Today, Shiva is a god. But four thousand years ago, he was just a man - until he
brought his people to Meluha, a near-perfect empire founded by the great king
Lord Ram. There he discovered he was the Neelkanth, a barbarian long prophesied
to be Meluha's savior. But in his hour of victory fighting the Chandravanshis Meluha's enemy - he discovered they had their own prophecy. Now he must fight
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to uncover the treachery within his inner circle, and unmask those who are about
to destroy all that he has fought for. Shiva is about to learn that good and evil are
two sides of the same coin

In Fury Born
AMERICAN FREEDOM AND JUSTICE VS. THE TYRANNIES OF THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY The new government in central Europe, called the Confederated
Principalities of Europe, was formed by an alliance between Gustavus Adolphus,
King of Sweden, and the West Virginians led by Mike Stearns who were
transplanted into 17th-century Germany by a mysterious cosmic accident. The new
regime is shaky. Outside its borders, the Thirty Years War continues to rage.
Within, it is beset by financial crisis as well as the political and social tensions
between the democratic ideals of the 20th-century Americans and the aristocracy
which continues to rule the roost in the CPE as everywhere in Europe. Worst of all,
the CPE has aroused the implacable hostility of Cardinal Richelieu, the effective
ruler of France. Richelieu has created the League of Ostend in order to strike at the
weakest link in the CPE's armor¾its dependence on the Baltic as the lifeline
between Gustav Adolf's Sweden and the rest of his realm. The greatest naval war
in European history is about to erupt. Like it or not, Gustavus Adolphus will have to
rely on Mike Stearns and the technical wizardry of his obstreperous Americans to
save the King of Sweden from ruin. Caught in the conflagration are two American
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diplomatic missions abroaRebecca Stearns' mission to France and Holland, and the
embassy which Mike Stearns sent to King Charles of England headed by his sister
Rita and Melissa Mailey. Rebecca finds herself trapped in war-torn Amsterdam; Rita
and Melissa, imprisoned in the Tower of London. And much as Mike wants to
transport 20th-century values into war-torn 17th-century Europe by Sweet Reason,
still he finds comfort in the fact that Julie, who once trained to be an Olympic
marksman, still has her rifle . . . At the publisher's request, this title is sold without
DRM (Digital Rights Management).

Empire from the Ashes
Honor Harrington has been called to command Eighth Fleet against the Republic of
Haven, but when she discovers the Star Kingdom is badly outnumbered by the
Republic's fleet, the cost of victory will be agonizingly high. 110,000 first printing.

Masters of Fantasy
Sequel to national bestsellers Torch of Freedom and Crown of Slaves, Book Three
in the Crown of Slaves, - Honor Harrington universe. Secret agent Anton Zilwicki
and Victor Cachat return in this classic tie-in series set in David Weber's
Honorverse. TOIL AND TROUBLE IN THE CAULDRON OF GHOSTS The Mesan
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Alignment: a centuries-old cabal that seeks to impose its vision of a society
dominated by genetic rank onto the human race. Now the conspiracy stands
exposed by spies Anton Zilwicki and Victor Cachat¾one an agent of Honor
Harringtons Star Kingdom of Manticore, the other a Havenite operative. The
outing of the Alignment has turned the galaxys political framework topsy-turvy.
Old coalitions have disintegrated. New alliances have been born. For starters, the
long and hard-fought war between the Republic of Haven and the Star Empire of
Manticore is not only over, but these bitter enemies have formed a new pact. Their
common foe: the Mesan Alignment itself. But more information is needed to bring
the Alignment out of the shadows. Now, defying the odds and relying on genetic
wizardry themselves for a disguise, Zilwicki and Cachat return to Mesa¾only to
discover that even they have underestimated the Alignments ruthlessness and
savagery. Soon they are on the run in Mesas underworld, not only hunted by the
Alignment but threatened by the exploding conflict on the planet between Mesas
overlords and the brutalized slaves and descendants of slaves who have suffered
under their rule for so long. But if Zilwicki and Cachat succeed in rooting out the
ancient conspiracy, a great evil may be finally removed from the galaxy¾and on a
long-oppressed planet, freedom may finally dawn. At the publisher's request, this
title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About the Crown of Slave
Series: "Fans of Weber's Honor Harrington series ã will be delighted with this
offshoot in which he and coauthor Flint develop several situations and characters
from other stories. This outstanding effort transcends the label 'space opera' and
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truly is a novel of ideas.Ó¾Publishers Weekly

Worlds of Weber
Restoring the empire that had been destroyed forty-five years earlier, Emperor
Colin finds problems in the genocidal Achuutani and in his children Sean and
Harriet, who have been marooned on a hostile planet. Original.

Echoes Of Honor
A mammoth volume (over 250,000 words) of the many facets of one of science
fiction's most popular talents. Here are treecats, starships, dragons, alternate
history, self-aware Bolo supertanks, wizards, sailing ships, ironclads¾and, of
course, Weber's fantastically popular starship commander, Honor Harrington. For
nearly two decades, David Weber has been taking enthralled readers to
destinations strange and fantastical, from his best-selling Honor Harrington novels
and short stories to the heroic fantasy of Bahzell of the Hrandai, and the shared
universe stories set in worlds of his own creation, and those of others, such as Eric
Flint's best-selling Ring of Fire series, the popular Bolo series of Keith Laumer and
more. Visit 17th-century Magdeburg for the creation of the United States Navy a
hundred and fifty years early, and go with John Paul Jones as he wins the
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Revolutionary War¾For George III. Fight dragons and demons with U.S. Marines in
a most unexpected campaign, find out how humans and treecats first met and
share Honor Harrington's very first battle. But once you step into the worlds of
Weber, you may not want to go home again. At the publisher's request, this title is
sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).

The Sword of the South
Readers can't get enough of Honor Harrington and her world, and here David
Weber is again, accompanied by some of the top science fiction writers in the field,
with new adventures of the best starship commander in the galaxy, and
explorations of previously uncharted corners of her universe. It's a party-and
you're invited!

A Hymn Before Battle
Drawn into an alien conflict when his ship is taken over and pitted against a
dangerous ancient enemy, Colin MacIntyre takes on the task of defeating a group
of immortals who have been secretly ruling the Earth.

At All Costs
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The vast Union of Arcana has expanded its wealth and power by laying claim to
one uninhabited planet after another through the portals linking parallel universes,
until they discover a new portal that leads to another human society, Sharona,
which has also been exploring the Multiverse and is dedicated to science rather
than to magic.

The Odyssey of Homer
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BUZZFEED AND THE
INDEPENDENT • New York Times bestselling author Joe Abercrombie delivers the
stunning conclusion to the epic fantasy trilogy that began with Half a King, praised
by George R. R. Martin as “a fast-paced tale of betrayal and revenge that grabbed
me from page 1 and refused to let go.” “The Shattered Seas trilogy has worked its
way into a very exclusive group of my favorite fantasy novels of all time.”—James
Dashner, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Maze Runner Words are
weapons. Princess Skara has seen all she loved made blood and ashes. She is left
with only words. But the right words can be as deadly as any blade. If she is to
reclaim her birthright, she must conquer her fears and sharpen her wits to a lethal
edge. Only half a war is fought with swords. The deeply cunning Father Yarvi has
walked a long road from crippled slave to king’s minister. He has made allies of old
foes and stitched together an uneasy peace. But now the ruthless Grandmother
Wexen has raised the greatest army since the elves made war on God, and put
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Bright Yilling at its head—a man who worships only Death. Sometimes one must
fight evil with evil. Some—like Thorn Bathu and the sword-bearer Raith—are born
to fight, perhaps to die. Others—like Brand the smith and Koll the woodcarver—would rather stand in the light. But when Mother War spreads her irons
wings, she may cast the whole Shattered Sea into darkness. Praise for Half a War
“Filled with swift battles, quick plot twists and witty dialogue.”—New York Daily
News “A fantasy for all ages, and all times [that] rends the soul as compulsively as
anything Abercrombie has written to date . . . Half a War is a success in every way,
putting a stupendous capstone on the entire Shattered Sea Trilogy.”—Tor.com
“There’s all the sword-swinging and Machiavellian machinations you could ask for
in this tale of a final battle between countries and kings.”—Fredericksburg Free
Lance–Star “Engaging, mesmerising and jaw-dropping.”—SciFi Now “Abercrombie
piles on shocking betrayals and charges his characters a high price for vengeance
in this powerful and fitting final volume.”—Publishers Weekly Praise for Joe
Abercrombie’s Half a King “A fast-paced tale of betrayal and revenge that grabbed
me from page 1 and refused to let go.”—George R. R. Martin “Once this plot has its
teeth in you, it will not let go. . . . Abercrombie’s masterly storytelling means that
everything, from the characters you come to love and despise to the sprawling
world that is explored, is enthralling.”—Fantasy Book Review Half the World
“Another entertaining burst of battle, magic and political machinations from the
always reliable Joe Abercrombie . . . a thoroughgoing blast, a violent, beautiful
rabbit hole of craft that is well worth disappearing into.”—Shelf Awareness
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“Compelling . . . [Thorn] makes Katniss Everdeen look like Dorothy Gale.”—Chicago
Tribune From the Hardcover edition.

Cyclopaedia of Political Science, Political Economy, and of the
Political History of the United States
MUTINY For Lt. Commander Colin Maclntyre, it began as a routine training flight
over the Moon. For Dahak, a self-aware Imperial battleship, it began millennia ago
when that powerful artificial intelligence underwent a mutiny in the face of the
enemy. The mutiny was never resolved-Dahak was forced to maroon not just the
mutineers but the entire crew on prehistoric Earth. Dahak has been helplessly
waiting as the descendants of the loyal crew regressed while the mutineers
maintained control of technology that kept them alive as the millennia passed. But
now Dahak's sensors indicate that the enemy that devastated the Imperium so
long ago has returned-and Earth is in their path. For the sake of the planet, Dahak
must mobilize its defenses. And that it cannot do until the mutineers are put down.
So Dahak has picked Colin Maclntyre to be its new captain. Now Maclntyre must
mobilize humanity to destroy the mutineers once and for all-or Earth will become a
cinder in the path of galactic conquest. At the publisher's request, this title is sold
without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
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The Shadow of Saganami
#1 in a NEW EPIC FANTASY SERIES by 28-times New York Times and international
best seller David Weber, set within his Bahzell Bahnakson/War God universe. A
swordsman who has been robbed of his past must confront an evil wizard with a
world at stake. Know thyself. Its always good to know who you are, but sometimes
thats a little difficult. Kenhodan has no last name, because he has no past . . . or
not one he remembers, anyway. What he does have are a lot of scars and a lot of
skills some exhilarating and some terrifying and a purpose. Now if he only knew
where he'd gotten them and what that purpose was . . . . Wencit of Rm, the most
powerful wizard in the world, knows the answers to Kenhodan's questions, but he
can't or won't share them with him. Except to inform him that he's a critical part of
Wencit's millennium-long battle to protect Norfressa from conquest by dark
sorcery. Bahzell Bahnakson, champion of Tomank, doesnt know those answers and
the War God isn't sharing them with him. Except to inform Bahzell that the final
confrontation with the Dark Lords of fallen Kontovar is about to begin, and that
somehow Kenhodan is one of the keys to its final outcome. Wulfra of Torfo doesn't
know those answers, either, but she does know Wencit of Rm is her implacable foe
and that somehow Kenhodan is one of the weapons he intends to use against her .
. . assuming she can't kill both of them first. But in the far northern port city of
Belhadan, an eleven-year-old girl with a heart of harp music knows the answers to
all of Kenhodan's questions. . . and dares not share them with anyone, even the
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ancient wild wizard who loves her more dearly than life itself. It's not easy to face
the future when you can't even remember your own past, but if saving an entire
world from evil sorcerers, demons, devils, and dark gods was easy, anyone could
do it. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management). About David Weber's War Bahzell Bahnak series: "Irresistibly
entertaining."_ Publishers Weekly fun adventure full of noble steeds, fierce female
fighters, dark sorcerers, serious swordplay, and plenty of tongue-in-cheek humor."_
Locus About David Weber and the Honor Harrington series: _Weber combines
realistic, engaging characters with intelligent technological projection and a deep
understanding of military bureaucracy in this long-awaited Honor Harrington
novelãFans of this venerable space opera will rejoice to see Honor back in
action.Ó_Publishers Weekly _. . .everything you could want in a heroine ã. Excellent
ã plenty of action.Ó_Science Fiction Age _Brilliant! Brilliant! Brilliant!Ó_Anne
McCaffrey _Compelling combat combined with engaging characters for a great
space opera adventure.Ó_Locus _Weber combines realistic, engaging characters
with intelligent technological projection . . . Fans of this venerable space opera will
rejoice . . ."_Publishers Weekly

The Short Victorious War
Barbarian Bahzell, originally an outsider to so-called civilization, has become the
first hradani wind rider in history¾a position that confers elite status within the
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territories of the powerful Sothoii. But certain very powerful and very nasty sorts
are not at all happy about Bahzells' new status, and resentment stirs. Deadly
resentment. To complicate matters even further, Baron Tellian's daughter, the heir
to the realm, is convinced that Bahzell is the only man¾or hradani¾for her. Yet
Bahzell is no stranger to entanglements and threats, and his enemies are the ones
who had best watch themselves. For they aren't just going up against any hradani
barbarian, but a tried and proven champion of the War God Himself. At the
publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).

In Death Ground
Sci-fi.

Heirs of Empire
Now with all new content by John Ringo! Paradise Lost In the future there is no
want, no war, no disease nor ill-timed death. The world is a paradise¾and then, in
a moment, it ends. The council that controls the Net falls out and goes to war.
Everywhere people who have never known a moment of want or pain are left
wondering how to survive. But scattered across the face of the earth are
communities which have returned to the natural life of soil and small farm. In the
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village of Raven's Mill, Edmund Talbot, master smith and unassuming historian,
finds that all the problems of the world are falling in his lap. Refugees are flooding
in, bandits are roaming the woods, and his former lover and his only daughter
struggle through the Fallen landscape. Enemies, new and old, gather like jackals
around a wounded lion. But what the jackals do not know is that while old he may
be, this lion is far from death. And hidden in the past is a mystery that has waited
until this time to be revealed. You cross Edmund Talbot at your peril, for a smith is
not all he once was. . . . At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management). Praise for the Science Fiction of John Ringo
"MARVELOUS!" ¾David Weber "Explosive. . . . Fans of strong military SF will
appreciate Ringo's lively narrative and flavorful characters. . . . One of the best
new practitioners of military SF." ¾Publishers Weekly ". . . since his imagination,
clearly influenced by Kipling and rock and roll, is fertile, and his storytelling skill
sound, [When the Devil Dances] is irresistible." ¾Booklist ". . . fast-paced military
sf peopled with three-dimensional characters and spiced with personal drama as
well as tactical finesse." ¾Library Journal "If Tom Clancy were writing SF, it would
read much like John Ringo . . . good reading with solid characterizations¾a rare
combination." ¾Philadelphia Weekly Press "Ringo provides a textbook example of
how a novel in the military SF subgenre should be written. . . . Crackerjack
storytelling." ¾Starlog

The Excalibur Alternative
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Science fiction roman.

Off Armageddon Reef
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, Warbreaker is the
story of two sisters, who happen to be princesses, the God King one of them has to
marry, the lesser god who doesn't like his job, and the immortal who's still trying to
undo the mistakes he made hundreds of years ago. Their world is one in which
those who die in glory return as gods to live confined to a pantheon in Hallandren's
capital city and where a power known as BioChromatic magic is based on an
essence known as breath that can only be collected one unit at a time from
individual people. By using breath and drawing upon the color in everyday objects,
all manner of miracles and mischief can be accomplished. It will take considerable
quantities of each to resolve all the challenges facing Vivenna and Siri, princesses
of Idris; Susebron the God King; Lightsong, reluctant god of bravery, and
mysterious Vasher, the Warbreaker. Other Tor books by Brandon Sanderson The
Cosmere The Stormlight Archive The Way of Kings Words of Radiance Edgedancer
(Novella) Oathbringer The Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of
Ascension The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne series Alloy of Law
Shadows of Self Bands of Mourning Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other Cosmere
novels Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs.
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the Evil Librarians The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of Crystallia The Shattered
Lens The Dark Talent The Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other books by Brandon
Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart Firefight Calamity At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

War Maid's Choice
Humanity pushed its way to the stars - and encountered the Gbaba, a ruthless
alien race that nearly wiped us out. Earth and her colonies are now smoldering
ruins, and the few survivors have fled to distant, Earth-like Safehold, to try to
rebuild. But the Gbaba can detect the emissions of an industrial civilization, so the
human rulers of Safehold have taken extraordinary measures: with mind control
and hidden high technology, they've built a religion in which every Safeholdian
believes, a religion designed to keep Safehold society medieval forever. 800 years
pass. In a hidden chamber on Safehold, an android from the far human past
awakens. This "rebirth" was set in motion centuries before, by a faction that
opposed shackling humanity with a concocted religion. Via automated recordings,
"Nimue" - or, rather, the android with the memories of Lieutenant Commander
Nimue Alban - is told her fate: she will emerge into Safeholdian society, suitably
disguised, and begin the process of provoking the technological progress which the
Church of God Awaiting has worked for centuries to prevent. Nothing about this will
be easy. To better deal with a medieval society, "Nimue" takes a new gender and a
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new name, "Merlin." His formidable powers and access to caches of hidden high
technology will need to be carefully concealed. And he'll need to find a base of
operations, a Safeholdian country that's just a little more freewheeling, a little less
orthodox, a little more open to the new. And thus Merlin comes to Charis, a midsized kingdom with a talent for naval warfare. He plans to make the acquaintance
of King Haarahld and Crown Prince Cayleb, and maybe, just maybe, kick off a new
era of invention. Which is bound to draw the attention of the Churchand, inevitably,
lead to war. It's going to be a long, long process. And David Weber's epic Off
Armageddon Reef is can't-miss sci-fi. Safehold Series 1. Off Armageddon Reef 2. By
Schism Rent Asunder 3. By Heresies Distressed 4. A Mighty Fortress 5. How Firm A
Foundation 6. Midst Toil and Tribulation 7. Like A Mighty Army 8. Hell's Foundations
Quiver 9. At the Sign of Triumph At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Oath of the Vayuputras
With its ally Erewhon growing restive, the Star Kingdom's Queen Elizabeth sends a
mission to Erewhon, but upon arriving at their destination, they find a conspiracy
led by the Solarian League's military delegation.

1633
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Journeying to the Sothoii Wind Plain as a representative of the War God, Bahzell is
selected to become the first hradani windrider in history, an honor that brings as
much resentment as respect and a situation that is complicated by the plots of the
goddess Shigu, the Queen of Hell, and her supporters and the romantic overtures
of Baron Tellian's daughter.

Half a War
Whom the gods would recruit, they first tick off . . . Our Hero: The unlikely Paladin,
Bahzell Bahnakson of the Horse Stealer Hradani. He's no knight in shining armor.
He's a hradani, a race known for their uncontrollable rages, bloodthirsty
tendencies, and inability to maintain civilized conduct. None of the other Five
Races of man like the hradani. Besides his ethnic burden, Bahzell has problems of
his own to deal with: a violated hostage bond, a vengeful prince, a price on his
head. He doesn't want to mess with anybody else's problems, let alone a god's. Let
alone the War God's! So how does he end up a thousand leagues from home, neckdeep in political intrigue, assassins, demons, psionicists, evil sorcery, white
sorcery, dark gods, good gods, bad poets, greedy landlords, and most of Bortalik
Bay Well, it's all the War God's fault. . . . At the publisher's request, this title is sold
without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
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The Shiva Option
Cauldron of Ghosts
With the Fourth Interstellar War not going well and the "Bugs" overrunning planet
after planet, slaughtering billions of innocent civilians, the warriors know that their
only choice has become the Shiva Option.

Warbreaker
A peaceful integration of the Cluster with the Star Kingdom turns violent when
corrupt Solarian League bureaucrats attempt to prevent the annexation, with only
Honor Harrington's newly graduated midshipmen in their way.

Oath of Swords
The fourth installment of Bernard Cornwell’s bestselling series chronicling the epic
saga of the making of England, “like Game of Thrones, but real” (The Observer,
London)—the basis for The Last Kingdom, the hit television series coming to Netflix
in Fall 2016. The year is 885, and England is at peace, divided between the Danish
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kingdom to the north and the Saxon kingdom of Wessex in the south. Uhtred, the
dispossessed son of a Northumbrian lord—warrior by instinct, Viking by
nature—has finally settled down. He has land, a wife and two children, and a duty
given to him by King Alfred to hold the frontier on the Thames. But then trouble
stirs: a dead man has risen, and new Vikings have arrived to occupy the decayed
Roman city of London. Their dream is to conquer Wessex, and to do it they need
Uhtred’s help. Alfred has other ideas. He wants Uhtred to expel the Viking raiders
from London. Uhtred must weigh his oath to the king against the dangerous
turning tide of shifting allegiances and deadly power struggles. And other storm
clouds are gathering: Alfred’s daughter is newly married, but by a cruel twist of
fate, her very existence now threatens Alfred’s kingdom. It is Uhtred—half Saxon,
half Dane—whose uncertain loyalties must now decide England’s future. Sword
Song is Cornwell’s finest work yet—vivid with period detail, this breathtaking
adventure throroughly reimagines one of the most fascinating tales in all of
history—the birth of England—and breathes life into the brilliant king who made it
possible: Alfred the Great.

Oath of Swords and Sword Brother
THE ROAD HOME Bahzell Bahnakson of the Horse Stealer hradani never wanted to
be a champion of the War God. Unfortunately, Tomandk had insisted. Even more
unfortunately, Bahzell's own sense of responsibility hadn't let him say, "No." Which
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was how he found himself in the Empire of the Axe, where even people who didn't
actively hate hradani regarded them with suspicion and fear. Of course, that was
only the start of his problems. Next, there was the Order of Tomanak, many of
whom were horrified by the notion that their deity had chosen a hradani as a
champion . . . and intended to do something about it. And assuming he survived
that, he had to go home-across three hundred leagues of bitter winter snow-to face
a Dark God who threatened to destroy all hradani. Throw in the odd demon and
brigand ambush, and add a powerful neighboring kingdom with no intention of
letting Bahzell (or anyone else) save his people, and you have the makings of a
really bad day. But one thing Bahzell has learnea champion of Tomanak does what
needs doing. And the people in his way had better move. At the publisher's
request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).

Ashes Of Victory
Bahzell Bahnakson, one of the Hradani, a race that is despised for their rages,
thirst for blood, and generally uncivilized behavior, runs afoul of the War God and
ends up in trouble involving sorcery, demons, and a great deal more. Reprint.

The Apocalypse Troll
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Epic poetry at its finest Beowulf is one of the most studied and praised English
classic. Originally written over a thousand years ago, the story celebrates Beowulf,
a young Swedish nobleman who has battled monsters and dragons to keep his
people safe. This Xist Classics edition has been professionally formatted for ereaders with a linked table of contents. This eBook also contains a bonus book club
leadership guide and discussion questions. We hope you’ll share this book with
your friends, neighbors and colleagues and can’t wait to hear what you have to say
about it. Xist Publishing is a digital-first publisher. Xist Publishing creates books for
the touchscreen generation and is dedicated to helping everyone develop a
lifetime love of reading, no matter what form it takes

Crown of Slaves
Five thousand years after Sun Tzu writes The Art of War, his advice is followed
during the Fourth Interstellar War between the terrible Bugs and the humans, who
are aided by their catlike Orion allies. Reissue.

Hell's Gate (Book 1 in New MULTIVERSE Series)
Rendered the unwilling champion of the War God, Bahzell Bahnakson finds himself
in an empire where his people are hated and must survive the charge laid upon
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him as well as save his people from destruction by the Dark God.

Oath of Swords
Whom the gods would recruit, they first tick off . . . Our Hero: The unlikely Paladin,
Bahzell Bahnakson of the Horse Stealer Hradani. He's no knight in shining armor.
He's a hradani, a race known for their uncontrollable rages, bloodthirsty
tendencies, and inability to maintain civilized conduct. None of the other Five
Races of man like the hradani. Besides his ethnic burden, Bahzell has problems of
his own to deal with: a violated hostage bond, a vengeful prince, a price on his
head. He doesn't want to mess with anybody else's problems, let alone a god's. Let
alone the War God's! So how does he end up a thousand leagues from home, neckdeep in political intrigue, assassins, demons, psionicists, evil sorcery, white
sorcery, dark gods, good gods, bad poets, greedy landlords, and most of Bortalik
Bay Well, it's all the War God's fault. . . . PLUS A brand new 50,000 word novella,
Sword Brother At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital
Rights Management).
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